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This paper studies delegation as an alternative to communication. We show that a principal prefers
to delegate control to a better informed agent rather than to communicate with this agent as long as the
incentive conflict is not too large relative to the principal’s uncertainty about the environment. We further
identify cases in which the principal optimally delegates control to an “intermediary”, and show that
keeping a veto-right typically reduces the expected utility of the principal unless the incentive conflict is
extreme.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the old saying that“knowledge is power”. In organizations, much
of the information used in decision making is dispersed in the hierarchy. Lower-level managers,
for example, are often much better informed about consumer needs, competitive pressures,
specialized technologies or market opportunities than their superiors. The financial press is full
of stories about how companies have pushed decision rights lower in the hierarchy in order to
profit from this local knowledge.1 For the same reason, newly acquired subsidiaries are often
left with substantial autonomy. The goal of this paper is to better understand why an uninformed
principal (the company owners, senior management) may grant formal decision rights to an agent
(senior or middle management) who is better informed but has different objectives. We argue that
a principal often delegates authority in order to avoid the noisy communication, and hence the
loss of information, which stems from these differences in objectives.

At first sight, it may seem a puzzle why keeping authority and letting the agent report would
not always weakly dominate delegation. By keeping authority, the principal has always the option
to rubberstamp the proposals of the agent, but she may also refrain him from implementing
projects which are obviously not in the interest of the organization. By delegating authority,
in contrast, the principal commits to never reverse the agent’s decisions. We will nevertheless
argue that delegation is typically a better instrument to use the local knowledge of the agent
than communication. Key to our analysis is that differences in objectives between principal and
agent are often systematic and predictable. It is, for example, well documented that managers
may be short-term biased, status-quo biased, risk-averse, empire builders etc. Whenever the
principal and the agent systematically disagree on a certain action dimension, the principal will
not rubberstamp a naive recommendation by the agent of his preferred action, but try to correct
for the “bias” in objectives. As the agent is not naive but anticipates this,communicationis then
inherentlystrategicand—in equilibrium—noisy. Hence, the central trade-off in our paper is one
between aloss of controlunder delegation and aloss of informationunder communication.

1. Among firms decentralizing decision rights in the 1990’s are AT&T, General Electric, Eastman Kodak, Fiat,
Motorola, United Technologies, Xerox and, recently, Ford.
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Model. In order to analyse this trade-off, we develop a stylized model in which the
principal (she) must screen among a range of projects which differ from each other on one
dimension. The agent (he) has superior information on which project is best for the principal,
but his objectives differ in a systematic way. He could, for example, always prefer a larger
project than the principal (size-bias). For simplicity, this bias is constant and positive. Section
3 provides a discussion of the kind of biases we have in mind. The private information of the
agent is assumed to be soft, that is the agent cannot prove or certify his knowledge. Furthermore,
following Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990), we posit thatprojects(actions)
cannot be contracted uponand, hence, the principal cannot use a standard mechanism to elicit the
private information of the agent. The principal, however, can contract on the authority over the
project. Indeed, to engage in a project, some critical resources are needed which are controlled
by the principal. This implies that the agent normally needs the fiat of the principal to implement
a project, but the principal can also delegate decision rights to the agent by granting him the
authority over the use of these critical resources.

In our organization, the principal thus faces thechoicebetweenfully delegating a taskto a
better informed agent or toorder the latter what to do after having consulted him. If she keeps
decision rights and consults the agent, a game of strategic communication takes place in which
each equilibrium is characterized by a partition of all possible states of nature and where the
agent introduces noise into his signal by only specifying to which partition element the realized
state of nature belongs. Given the information provided by the agent, the principal then takes the
action which maximizes her expected utility. Such astrategic information transmissionhas been
first analysed by Crawford and Sobel (1982), hereafter referred to asCS. While communication
always involves a loss of information as long a preferences are not perfectly congruent, a
central result of their paper is that the closer the preferences of agent and principal, the better
is communication. The loss of information even goes asymptotically to zero when differences in
objectives disappear. Delegation, in contrast, results in a loss of control since the agent always
takes a decision which is biased relative to the first best. Similarly, this loss of control becomes
smaller when the agent’s preferences are closer to those of the principal and disappears in the
limit. At first sight, the optimal allocation of authority is thus not trivial.

Results. Our main finding is that the principal optimally delegates control as long as
the divergence in preferences is not too large relative to the principal’s uncertainty about
the environment. Thus, if the state of nature is uniformly distributed—a standard assumption
in almost any application of the Crawford–Sobel model—theprincipal prefers delegation to
communication whenever the agent’s bias is such that informative communication is feasible.
The larger the uncertainty about the environment, the larger is the range of biases for which
the principal delegates control. More generally, for any given information structure,delegation
dominates communication if the bias is sufficiently small.Indeed, for any continuous and twice
differentiable distribution, as the agent’s bias tends to zero, a principal who keeps control and
communicates, will take an action which is on average an infinite times further away from the
first best than the action the agent would take.

The intuition behind these results lies in the nature of the “screening” mechanism at work.
For the agent to be induced to tell the truth, it is typically necessary that his messages become
increasingly noisy as they recommend actions which go further in the direction of his bias.
Intuitively, if an empire-builder recommends a “large” project, this message is less informative
than if he recommends a “small” project. In addition, to prevent the agent from exaggerating
his information, the increase in noise in subsequent signals should also be proportional to his
bias. As a result, the better is communication, and thus the more messages the agent is able to
send, the larger must be the average noise in these messagesrelative to the bias. In terms of the
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CS-equilibrium, the finer the equilibrium partition becomes in absolute terms, the more coarse it
is relative to the bias. Hence, the more informative is communication, the better it is to delegate
authority to the agent andavoidcommunication.

In contrast, if we keep the bias constant, but change the information structure,
communication dominates delegation if the uncertainty about the environment is sufficiently
small. Indeed, while changing the information structure does not affect the loss of control
under delegation, a more precise prior allows the principal to select an action which is on
average much closer to the first best, and thus substantially reduces the loss of information under
communication. While informative communication may then dominate delegation (e.g.when the
prior of the principal is very “steep” andb is not too large relative to the support), communication
is then typically very noisy. Simulations with (truncated) normal distributions and quadratic loss
functions show that delegation is optimal unless the bias is so large that communication is almost
uninformative: regardless of the variance of the distribution, only if the bias is such that the agent
recommends the same action in more than 98% of all states of nature, communication does better
than delegation.

To conclude, we investigate whether the principal can improve upon the pure delegation
outcome by somelimited forms of delegation:

— In Section 6, we show that in the leading example of Crawford and Sobel,2 for moderate
biases, the principal optimallydelegates decision rights to an intermediarywith objectives
in between hers and her agents’. Doing this, the principal may prevent the agent
from implementing extreme projects, without jeopardizing too much the communication
concerning small and intermediate projects. Delegation to the agent remains optimal for
small biases.

— In Section 7, finally, we considerdelegation with veto-powerfor the principal, a mechanism
which is known as the “closed rule” in Political Science (see Section 2). Again, one
might conjecture that delegating but retaining veto-power should at least weakly dominate
complete delegation. For reasonable choices of the status quo and a uniform distribution,
however, we show that keeping veto-power is only beneficial for large divergences
of preferences. For small or moderate biases, keeping veto-power results in additional
variance in the deviation from the first-best, and complete delegation is optimal.

Outline. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the related
literature. Section 3 describes the model. Section 4 characterizes the equilibrium for given
decision rights. Section 5 then analyses the optimal allocation of authority. We go on to
investigate the value of delegating control to an intermediary (Section 6) and the value of keeping
veto-power (Section 7). Section 8, finally, discusses various extensions of our model: profit-
sharing arrangements, private information concerning the agent’s bias, repeated interaction, and
verifiable information. We conclude in Section 9.

2. RELATED LITERATURE

The incentive view on delegation. So far, the economic literature on organizations has
emphasized an incentive based rationale for delegation. In particular, Aghion and Tirole (1997),
show that a principal may delegate formal authority to an agent in order to give the latter better

2. In the leading example ofCS, principal and agent have a quadratic loss function and the state of nature is
assumed to be uniform on [0,1]. So far, it has been the working horse for almost any application ofCS.
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incentives to acquire information.3 While the focus of Aghion and Tirole is on the impact of
authority on the information structure, we take the information structure as given—the agent is
assumed to be better informed—and we investigate how the allocation of authority affects the
use of this private information, providing a purely informational rationale for delegation.

The informational theory of legislative rules. Both the incentive based rationale and our
purely informational rationale for delegation have a counterpart in the “informational theory of
legislative rules” in political science. In a very influential paper, Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987)
adopt the leading example ofCS4 in order to provide a rationale for the use of restrictive
amendment procedures employed in the U.S. House of Representatives. In particular, Gilligan
and Krehbiel (GK) is concerned with the motivation of the “closed rule”, under which an
uninformed legislature can only veto but not amend a proposal of a committee. If a proposal
is vetoed, the status quo (which is taken exogenous) prevails. As Aghion and Tirole,GK
assumes that this committee must make an effort to become informed. For the leading example
of Crawford and Sobel,GK finds that when the preference divergence between the legislator
and the committee is small, the “closed rule” is to be preferred over the “open rule” under which
the legislature can freely amend the proposal of the committee. WhileGK mainly emphasize
the closed rule’s impact on incentives to acquire information,5 Krishna and Morgan (2000) have
recently shown that even in the absence of an information acquisition problem, the closed rule
dominates the open rule as long as informative communication is possible under this open rule, a
result which is similar to ours. While delegation is related to the “closed rule”,6 Section 7 shows
that in the model ofGK, for reasonable choices of the status quo,delegation strictly dominates
the closed rule unless preferences divergences are extreme.In this sense, our paper points to a
missing element in the reasoning ofGK, which should explain why the committee then does not
receive full decision power.

Other related literatures. Finally, our paper differs from a number of literatures on
“information revelation” in its assumptions on the commitment ability of the principal. By
adopting an incomplete contracting approach, we clearly depart from the standard principal–
agent model in which the principal elicits private information by designing a mechanism. While
this approach may explain many institutions, we feel that the underlying premise that the
principal can perfectly and without cost commit herself to any mechanism is too strong in many
organizational contexts.

In sharp contrast with the mechanism design literature, the literature on strategic
communication or “cheap talk”, initiated byCSassumes that no commitment at all is possible.
When we think about communication in organizations, this is also rather unrealistic. Indeed,
it is an insight of the property rights literature that ownership or more generally the control
over critical resources confers authority to its holder. Hence, the principal can commit to never
overrule the decisions of the agent by delegating to him the control over these critical resources.
We discuss some of the recent literature on cheap talk in Section 8.2.7 Most closely related is

3. As argued by Szalay (2000), however, it may be optimal to limit the discretion of the agent, and force him to
choose between extreme options in order to provide even stronger incentives for information acquisition.

4. See footnote 2.
5. On p. 325, for example, they state “The dominant focus of the paper has been on the informational role

of committees, more specifically on a committee’s incentive to acquire expertise which, in equilibrium, may be used
beneficially.”

6. If the status quo were sufficiently extreme, the closed rule would even be identical to delegation. In the
mentioned papers, however, this is never the case, since they assume that the status quo policy may be optimal. As
is clear from Proposition 4, the closed rule then results in a very different outcome than pure delegation.

7. Other recent papers are Banerjee and Somanathan (2001), Battaglini (2001), and Krishna and Morgan (2001).
Unlike CS, these papers consider more than one agent.
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de Garidel-Thoron and Ottaviani (2000), which also compares delegation with communication,
and investigates what happens when the information is noisy, the direction of the agent’s bias is
uncertain and the strategic sophistication of the principal limited.

Finally, a few studies, such as Holmström (1984), Melumad and Shibano (1991), and
Armstrong (1994), posit that the principal can commit to a decision rule but not to monetary
transfers. As noted by Holmström, such a decision rule only limits the discretion of the agent to
a subset of actions and thus boils down to a partial form of delegation. In contrast to our paper,
which stresses the loss of information which occurs when a commitment to (full) delegation
fails, Holmstr̈om and Armstrong derive some general properties of the optimal partial delegation
while Melumad and Shibano emphasize that the sender (the agent) does not always benefit from
communication and hence may try to avoid it. The main difference with our paper, however,
is that these papers presume that the principal can reverse some actions (which she determines
ex ante) and at the same time is able to commit never to reverse others.

3. THE MODEL

A (profit or non-profit) organization has the opportunity to engage in a valuable project. There
are an infinity of potential projects, but only one project can be undertaken. While an agent (he)
is hired to implement this project, a principal (she) initially controls the critical resources of the
organization which are needed to initiate any of these projects. The principal can be the CEO or
the owner of a firm, but in principle, any hierarchical relationship in an organization could fit our
model.

Preferences. Projects differ from each other on one dimension and can be represented
by a real numbery ∈ R. (Alternatively, projects may have different dimensions, but agent and
principal agree on all but one dimension.) With each projecty is associated a monetary gain
and/or private benefitUP ≡ UP(y, m) for the principal and a private benefitUA ≡ UA(y, m, b)

for the agent, wherem is a random variable andb a parameter of dissonance between agent and
principal. The utility of the principal reaches a unique maximum fory = m and can be rewritten
as

UP(y, m) = UP(m, m) − `(|y − m|)

where`′′(·) > 0 and`′(0) = 0. Similarly, the utility of the agent is maximized fory = m + b
and can be rewritten as

UA(y, m) = UA(m + b, m) − `A(|y − (m + b)|)

where`′′

A(·) > 0 and`′

A(0) = 0. Wlog, we assumeb > 0. We will often refer tob as thebiasof
the agent.

Systematic biases in agency relationships are well documented. It is well accepted, for
instance, that managers have a propensity to cause their department, division or firm to grow
beyond the optimal size,i.e. they areempire buildersand undertake too many investments.8

They further seldom take externalities on future managers into account and, hence, are
excessivelyoriented towards short-term profitabilityand results. Employees, concerned with
their career perspectives, will favour projects with a high visibility or a close contact with senior
management; they may, for the same reason, prefer projects which allow the acquisition or
improvement of important skills or avoid risky projects. Managers also often internalize too much
the interests of their subordinates. Bertrand and Mullainathan (1999),e.g.provide evidence that
managers have apreference for paying high wages. In the same vein, managers with close ties to

8. See, for example, Jensen (1986).
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their personnel may fire too few employees during a restructuring. Anecdotal evidence of other
biases abound: employees are claimed to beeffort-averse, status-quo biased,etc.

It is worth noting that biases often arise endogenously as the product of inherently imperfect
incentive schemes. Division managers’ salaries depend in general on the performance of their
division, which distorts incentives if projects involve externalities on other divisions. Similarly,
shareholders may partially control managerial short-termism by the way remuneration depends
on reported earnings and changes in stock-market value. In order to simplify the analysis,
however, we will treat the bias as exogenous in the core of the paper. In Section 8.1, though, we
briefly discuss the impact of different incentive-schemes, such as profit-sharing arrangements,
which aim to reduce the agent’s bias.

Information structure. Only the agent observes the random variablem whose twice
differentiable distribution functionF(m), with density f (m), is supported on[−L , L]. The
other parameters of the utility functions are common knowledge. Though not made explicit
in the model, the superior information from the agent can be seen as an externality from
implementing actions in previous periods or from his “proximity” to the business environment
(clients, suppliers, competitors). In the core of the paper, we assume that information is soft,
that is the agent cannot certify or “prove” his information. No restriction is imposed on the set of
messages which can be sent by the agent. In Section 8.3, we discuss how relaxing this assumption
may affect our results.

Authority and contracts. We adopt an incomplete contracting approach by positing that
projects (actions) cannot be contracted uponand that to engage in a project, some critical
resources are needed, which are initially controlled by the principal. Resources which we have in
mind, are (a) theassetsof the organization, (b) thenameof the organization and more generally
the right to contracton behalf of the organization with third parties, and, (c) to some extent, the
human resourcesof the organization.9 While projects cannot be contracted upon, the principal
may then grant subordinates authority over the use of the resources needed to initiate a project.10

This can be done by contracts, job-descriptions, corporate charters, customs or, in the extreme
case, by selling some of the assets of the organization to the agent.11 If an agent has control over
the critical resources, he can initiate a project without assistance of the principal: he has formal
decision rights. If the principal keeps authority, on the other hand, the agent needs her fiat. This
fiat can take the form of some “signatures”, may require some concrete actions by the principal,
or may imply that the principal (or her staff) takes full care of the initiation stage. In any case,
the principal then fully controls the project choice. Once a project is initiated, it still needs to be
implemented by the agent, but cannot be reversed any more.

The timing is as follows. (i) The principal decides whether or not to delegate the agent
authority over the use of the critical resources. (ii) The agent learnsm and initiates her preferred
project if she has authority. If the principal has not delegated authority, she may ask the agent
to make a recommendation, and then initiates a project. (iii) The agent implements the project.

9. This control stems from the fact that the principal can contract with employees, that is hire, promote, demote
and fire them.

10. By arguing that authority not only stems fromownershipof assets, we follow several recent articles. For
example, Aghion and Tirole (1997) argue that “Authority may more generally result from an explicit or implicit contract
allocating the right to decide on specified matters to a member or group of members of the organization” (p. 2). Rajan and
Zingales (1998) stressaccess,defined as the ability to use, or work with, a critical resource, as an alternative mechanism
to allocate power. Baker, Gibbons and Murphy (1999) investigate how decision rights may be delegated informally
through self-enforcing relational contracts.

11. Furthermore, the owner may delegate the authority to delegate some of these decisions to employees at lower
levels in the organization, and so forth.
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We assume that control rights over resources can only be allocated to the agent at the initial date
and, hence, are always unconditional.

4. DELEGATION VS. COMMUNICATION

In our model, the principal has two instruments to use the local information of the agent:
delegation and communication. In this section, we study both instruments separately and
compare their comparative statics.

4.1. Delegation

Suppose first that principal and agent cannot communicate with each other. The principal
then delegates control or takes an uninformed action. If the agent has control, he implements
y = m + b, yielding

UP(m + b, m) = UP(m, m) − `(b)

to the principal. Hence, the principal delegates authority if and only ifb is smaller than a cut-off
valueb′ given by

`(b′) ≡ miny

∫ L

−L
`(|y − m|)d F(m)·

Obviously, the principal’s expected utility increases as the agent’s bias decreases and reaches the
first best asb tends to zero.

4.2. Communication(Crawford–Sobel)

Consider now the polar case where the principal cannot commit to let the agent decide, but
communication between agent and principal is feasible. Since projects are non-contractible, the
principal then always undertakes the projecty which maximizes her expected utility conditional
on her beliefs uponm. Hence, the only thing communication may achieve, is changing the beliefs
of the principal. This form of communication is often referred to as “cheap talk” and was first
studied by Crawford and Sobel (1982). InCS, a better-informed sender (the agent) may reveal
some of his information by sending a possibly noisy signal to a receiver (the principal), who then
takes an action (initiates a project) which determines the welfare of both. The only constraint
on the information transmission is that the agent’s message and the principal’s subsequent
decision form a Bayesian equilibrium. Formally, an equilibrium is characterized by (i) a family
of signalling rules q(n|m) for the agent, where for everym ∈ [−L , L], q(n|m) is the conditional
probability of sending messagen given statem, and (ii) adecision rule y(n) for the principal,
wherey(·) is a mapping from the set of feasible signalsN to the set of actionsR, such that

— for eachm ∈ [−L , L], if n∗ is in the support ofq(·|m), thenn∗ maximizes the expected
utility of the agent given the principal’s decision ruley(·),

— for eachn, y(n) maximizes the expected utility of the principal, taking into account the
agent’s signalling strategy and the signal she receives in order to update her prior of the
distribution ofm.

As shown byCS, all equilibria in this communication game are characterized by apartition
of [−L , L], where the sender (the agent) introduces noise into his signal by only specifying
to which partition element the realized state of nature belongs. As their model encompasses
ours, the following proposition, which is a variant of Theorem 1 inCS, can be shown to hold.
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Let a ≡ (a0, . . . , aN) denote a partition of[−L , L] with N steps and dividing points between
stepsa0, . . . , aN , where−L = a0 < a1 < · · · < aN = L. Define, for alla, ā ∈ [−L , L], a < ā,

ȳ(a, ā) ≡ arg max
∫ ā

a
UP(y, m) f (m)dm·

Proposition 1 (Crawford and Sobel: Communication Equilibrium). If b > 0, then
there exists a positive integer N(b) such that, for every N with1 ≤ N ≤ N(b), there exists
at least one equilibrium(y(n), q(n|m)), where

q(ȳ(ai −1, ai ) | m) = 1 if m ∈ (ai −1, ai ), (1)

UA(ȳ(ai , ai +1), ai ) − UA(ȳ(ai −1, ai ), ai ) = 0, (A)

(i = 1, . . . , N − 1),

y(n) = ȳ(ai −1, ai ) if n ∈ (ai −1, ai ) (2)

a0 = −L , and aN = L. (3)

Further, all other equilibria have relationships between m and the principal’s induced choice of
y that are the same as those in this class for some value of N with1 ≤ N ≤ N(b); they are
therefore economically equivalent.12

Proof. The proof follows directly fromCS, Theorem 1. ‖

In equilibrium, only a finite numberN ≤ N(b) of actions are thus implemented with
positive probability, and the states of nature for which each of these actions is best for the agent
form an interval, and these intervals form a partition of[−L , L]. The partitiona is determined
by (A), a well-defined second-order linear difference equation in theai ’s, and (3), its initial and
terminal conditions. Equation (A) is an “arbitrage” condition which says that for states of natures
that fall on the boundaries between steps, the agent is indifferent between the associated values
of y. Given our assumptions aboutUA, this condition is necessary and sufficient for the agent’s
signalling rule to be a best response toy(n). Similarly, (2) gives a best response of the principal
to the signalling rule (1).

Equilibrium selection. Although there is, in general, a multiplicity of economically
different equilibria,CS provide some sufficient conditions under which the expected utility of
both the principal and the agent areex ante(that is, before the agent knows the state of nature)
maximized by the same equilibrium.13 Under these conditions, this is the equilibrium with the
largest number,N(b), of partition elements. AsCS, we think that it is reasonable for the players
to coordinate on this (ex ante) Pareto-superiorequilibrium. Doing this,we allow communication
to be as powerful as possible.

Comparative statics. Under the same conditions as above,CSestablish a sense in which
communication improves when the receiver (the principal) and the sender (the agent) have
more similar preferences. They show that for a givenb, the principal always strictly prefers
equilibrium partitions with more elements and that the largest possible number of partition
elementsN(b) weakly decreases withb. In the limit, as preferences of sender and receiver tend

12. CSTheorem 1, for instance, proposes thatq(n | m) is uniform, supported on[ai −1, ai ] if m ∈ (ai −1, ai ).
13. While these conditions are quite stringent, they are always satisfied whenF(m) is uniform andU P andU A

depend ony andm only throughy − m, as in our model.
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to coincide, communication even becomes perfect: in the leading example ofCS, the noise in
the sender’s message then tends to zero in the most informative equilibrium, a result which holds
for any distributionF(m), as shown by Spector (2000). In contrast, once preferences diverge by
more than a given finite amount, only uninformative communication is consistent with rational
behaviour.

A first comparison. From the previous analysis, the comparative statics of delegation
and communication are very similar. When the agent’s bias is very large, no informative
communication is possible, but also delegation is suboptimal: the principal then optimally takes
an uninformed decision. When the agent’s bias decreases, communication improves, from which
CSconclude“direct communication is more likely to play an important role, the more closely
related are agent’s goals”. However, also the expected utility under delegation increases asb
decreases and both implement the first best asb tends to zero. At first glance, it is thus not clear
how the optimal allocation of authority will vary withb.

5. THE OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF AUTHORITY

We are now ready to endogenize the allocation of formal decision rights. As there exists in
general no tractable solution to the second-order linear difference equation (A) of Proposition 1,
unlessF(m) is uniformly distributed, we first focus on that simple case. We subsequently discuss
to what extent our results carry over to more general distributions.

5.1. Uniform distribution

From CS, we know that all communication equilibria are fully characterized by a partition of
[−L , L], where the agent tells the principal to which partition element the state of naturem
belongs. As a measure for the minimumloss of informationunder communication, it will be
useful to define theminimal average size of the partition elements, denoted byĀ(b):

Ā(b) ≡ 2L/N(b)

whereN(b) is the maximum number of partition elements in equilibrium givenb. Note that this
measure underestimates the real loss of information if partition elements are unequal in size.
Similarly, a measure for theloss of controlunder delegation is given by the biasb.

Denoting byy∗
≡ y(m) the action undertaken by the principal under communication, a

sufficient condition for delegation to be strictly preferred over communication is that

E(|y∗
− m|) ≥ b. (4)

Even when the equality holds, the principal strictly prefers to delegate because of the variance in
|y∗

− m|. SinceF(m) is uniform, we have that

E(|y∗
− m|) ≥ Ā(b)/4 (5)

where the inequality is strict if and only if partition elements are unequal in size.14

From (4) and (5), a sufficient condition for delegation is thusĀ(b)/b ≥ 4. In the remainder
of this section, we show that̄A(b)/b ≥ 4 holds wheneverN(b) ≥ 3. In addition, whileĀ(b)

goes to zero asb tends to zero,̄A(b)/b then tends to infinity. We conclude by showing that also
for N(b) = 2, we necessarily must have thatE(|y∗

− m|) ≥ b, and thus whenever informative
communication is possible, the principal prefers to delegate authority and avoid communication.

14. If partition elements differ in size,m is more likely to belong to larger partition elements for whichE(|y∗
−m|)

is larger.
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a0 a1Y1 Y2(Y1+ Y2)/2

FIGURE 1

a2 − a1 = a1 − a0 + 4b

Key to our results will be the observation thatpartition elements are increasingly largeas
we move up the interval, where this increase is proportional to the bias. Suppose thaty1 andy2
are two adjacent actions which are taken with a positive probability in equilibrium and denote by
a0, a1 anda2 the dividing points of the equilibrium partition respectively precedingy1, following
y1 and followingy2.

Since the principal is not restricted in her project choice, she always initiates the project
which is equal to the average state of nature of a partition element, that isy1 = (a0 + a1)/2 and
y2 = (a1 + a2)/2. At the dividing pointm = a1, the agent must be indifferent betweeny1 and
y2. As a result, we also have thata1 = (y1 + y2)/2 − b. As can easily be seen on Figure 1, the
latter two conditions imply that

a2 − a1 = a1 − a0 + 4b.

Lemma 1. The size of a partition element is always4b larger than the size of the
preceding one:

ai +1 − ai = a1 − a0 + 4ib, i = 1, . . . , N(b) − 1.

Lemma 1 explains us neatly how the “screening mechanism” of the communication
equilibrium works: the agent is induced to tell the truth by the fact that “larger” messages are
more noisy, which makes “exaggerating” his private information very costly. The larger the bias
of the agent, the larger the incentive to exaggerate and, hence, the larger should be the increase
in noise to keep the agent on his toes.

Note that the above result is in line with some straightforward intuitions on real world
communication. Common sense tells us that if a person with a preference towards large projects
recommends a “large” project, then his message is not very informative. If, on the other hand,
the same person proposes a “small” project, this is much more revealing. Intuitively, one would
thus expect that the more the agent’s message pleads for an action which goes in the direction of
his bias, the noisier this message will be, or in the terms of our model, the larger the size of the
associated partition element. On the other hand, if the agent had no bias at all, there would be no
reason for a “large” message to be more noisy than a “small” message. Hence, the increase in the
noisiness should be somehow proportional to the bias.

Clearly, Lemma 1 seriously limits the effectiveness of communication as a means of
information aggregation relative to delegation. Indeed, good communication requires a lot
of messages or partition elements, where each partition element must be 4b larger than the
preceding one. Hence, if communication is very good in absolute terms, the average size of a
partition element,Ā(b), will be very large relative to the biasb. Concretely, from Lemma 1, it
follows that

Ā(b) = a1 − a0 +
1

N(b)

∑N(b)−1

i =1
4ib ≥ 2[N(b) − 1]b. (6)
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As a result, the larger isN(b) and thusthe better is communication, the worse communica-
tion performs relative to delegation.When b tends to 0,Ā(b)/b even goes to infinity. More
important for our purpose, from (6), wheneverN(b) ≥ 3, we have thatĀ(b) ≥ 4b and thus
E(|y∗

− m|) ≥ b.
We conclude by showing that also forN(b) = 2, the principal prefers to delegate rather than

to communicate. DenoteA1 ≡ a1 − a0 andA2 = a2 − a1. From Lemma 1, thenA2 = A1 + 4b
so that if the principal keeps authority, she implementsy = a0 + A1/2 if m ∈ (a0, a1) and
y = a1 + A1/2 + 2b if m ∈ (a1, a2). Given thatF(m) is uniform, this implies again that
E(|y∗

− m|) ≥ b, where the equality holds if and only ifA1 = 0. The next proposition states our
first main result:

Proposition 2. If F (m) is uniformly distributed over[−L , L], the principal prefers
delegation to communication whenever b is such that informative communication is feasible.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2:

Corollary 1. If F (m) is uniformly distributed over[−L , L], the principal delegates
control rights to the agent if and only if b≤ b′, where b′ is such that the principal is indifferent
between an uninformed decision and a biased decision:

`(b′) =
1

L

∫ L

0
`(m)dm. (7)

Corollary 1 provides a first determinant for the allocation of authority: delegation is optimal
when preferences between agent and principal are not too far apart. Two other determinants,
which stem from (7), are that:

— Delegation is more likely when the amount of private information of the agent is large.
A measure for the informational advantage of the agent is given by the variance ofm,
σ 2

m = L2/3. From (7),b′ increases withσ 2
m and goes to infinity asσ 2

m goes to infinity.
The principal thus delegates control as long as the bias of the agent is not too large relative
to the amount of private information of the agent. Given that no communication occurs in
equilibrium, this result is very intuitive: an increase in the variance decreases the pay-off
of an uninformed decision while it has no impact on the pay-off of a delegated decision.
Without the prior knowledge of Proposition 2, however, this would be less straightforward
since more uncertainty also induces more communication: from Lemma 1,N(b) increases
weakly withL and also informative communication is possible for a larger range of values
of b asL and thus increases.

— Delegation is more likely when the principal is more risk-averse. If the principal keeps
authority, she takes on average an unbiased action, but the deviation from the optimal action
has a large variance. Hence, the more concave her utility function, the more attractive is
the constant bias which prevails under delegation.

The leading example of Crawford–Sobel. An interesting implication of the previous
analysis is that limb→0 E(|y∗

− m|)/b = ∞ or in the limit, the principal is an infinite number
of times further away from the first best under communication than under delegation. This could
stem from the fact that the principal’s loss relative to the first best is only ofsecond-orderin b with
delegation, while there is afirst-order utility loss with communication. We verify this as well as
our no communication result in case of the leading example of Crawford–Sobel which allows for
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a closed-form solution. SupposeF(m) is uniformly distributed on[0, 1], UP(y, m) ≡ −(y−m)2

andUA(y, m) ≡ −(y−(m+b))2. As shown byCS, Section 4, the expected utility of the principal
under communication is then given by

EUP = −
1

12N2
−

b2(N2
− 1)

3
whereN is the number of partition elements. As shown byCS, EUP is maximized forN = N(b)

which is given by the smallest integer greater or equal to

N = −
1

2
+

1

2

(
1 +

2

b

)1/2

.

One can verify immediately that forN ≥ 2, EUP < −b2 and thus delegation is optimal
whenever informative communication is possible. We now investigate what happens whenb
becomes small. In the limit, asb goes to zero,N(b) ∼= 1/

√
2b. Hence

limb→0 EUP = −
b

3
and

∂EUP

∂b

∣∣∣∣
b=0

= −1/3,

which implies that communication leads to afirst-order lossin b. In contrast, delegation only
results in asecond-order loss:the principal’s utility is then given by−b2 and hence∂EUP

∂b |b=0 =

2b = 0.

5.2. General distributions

We now discuss to what extent the results and intuitions obtained for a uniform distribution
can be generalized to other distributions. When the agent’s bias issmall, we show that for
any distributionF(m), communication performs very badly compared to delegation, just as
with a uniform distribution. Forlarge biases, in contrast, we give a sufficient condition on the
“informativeness” or “steepness” ofF(m) such that very noisy but informative communication
does better than delegation. Obviously, this raises the question how large is then the parameter
range for which delegation is optimal. To give an idea on this, we finally report simulation results
for (truncated)normal distributionsand a quadratic loss function, which show that only for biases
for which communication is extremely noisy, the principal keeps control. For small or moderate
biases, the principal delegates authority to the agent.

Small biases. For b small, the principal always delegates control to the agent. Indeed,
when the agent’s bias is small, communication must be very informative in order to
dominate delegation. When communication is very informative, however, there must be a
large number of partition elements, whose size—just as with a uniform distribution—must be
increasingly large as we move up the interval in order to refrain the agent from exaggerating his
private information. As a result, the average size of the partition elements will be huge relative
to the bias, which yields our second main result:

Proposition 3. Consider the most informative communication equilibrium given b. For
any F(m), in the limit as b tends to zero, a principal who keeps control and communicates, is on
average an infinite times farther away from m than a principal who has delegated control:

limb→0
E(|y∗

− m|)

b
= ∞. (8)

We provide a sketch of the argument, a formal proof is given in the Appendix:
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If F(m) is not uniform, condition(A) of Proposition 1 implies that the increase in size of
adjacent partition elements will be larger (smaller) than 4b if the density ofm is downwards
(upwards) sloping, as̄y(ai −1, ai ) is then smaller (larger) than(ai + ai −1)/2.

For communication to have any chance against delegation whenb is small, however, the
size of the partition elements must tend to zero asb tends to zero.15 But in the latter case, the
increase in size will be approximately 4b, regardlessof the distributionF(m). Intuitively, when a
partition element becomes small, for any distributionF(m), the difference in densityf (m) along
the partition element becomes negligible relative to the average density of the partition element,
just as with a uniform distribution. Condition(A) of Proposition 1 then implies that partition
elements increase at a rate of 4b as long asb is of the same order of magnitude as the partition
elements.

Indeed, let (ai −1, ai ) and (ai , ai +1) be two adjacent partition elements, then it is shown in
the Appendix that if (ai −1, ai ) and (ai , ai +1) are small

ai +1 − ai ∼= (ai − ai −1) + 4b −
[
(ai − ai −1)

2
+ (ai +1 − ai )

2]( f ′(ai )

6 f (ai )

)
where we have neglected all terms (and only those) that are in the third or higher order of
(ai − ai −1) and (ai +1 − ai ). As a result, as long asb is of the same order of magnitude as
the partition elements, these partition elements increase dramatically as we move up the interval,
which can be used to show (8). Partition elements may stop to increase whenb ∼ (ai − ai −1)

2,
but then(ai − ai −1)/b ∼ 1/

√
b, which also implies (8).

Large biases. For a sufficiently large bias, it is obvious that delegation is inferior to
communication, as the principal’s pay-off with the latter is bounded by what she can achieve
if she took the decision in ignorance. If we only consider biasesb for which informative
communication is feasible (N(b) ≥ 2), though, then with a uniform distribution, delegation
always dominates communication. The uniform distribution, however, is the limit case of how
agnostic the principal can be concerning which action she optimally should take. If we fix the
bias and the support[−L , L], and letF(m) become more informative, thencommunication will
dominate delegation when the uncertainty about the environment is sufficiently small. Indeed,
while changing the distribution ofm does not affect the loss of control under delegation, a more
precise prior allows the principal to select an action which is on average much closer to the first
best, and thus substantially reduces the loss of information under communication.

In order to formalize the above intuition, we only consider symmetric single-peaked
distributions, which has the advantage that the range of biases for which informative
communication is feasible is independent ofF(m).16

Lemma 2. If F (m) is symmetric, then communication is informative(N(b) ≥ 2) if and
only if b < L/2.

Proof. See the Appendix. ‖

Proposition 4. Assume F(m) is symmetric and b < L/2, then informative
communication dominates delegation if F(m) is such that∫ L

−L
`(|m|)d F(m) ≤ `(b). (9)

15. If this is not the case, it is shown straightforwardly (see the Appendix) that (8) holds.
16. In a previous version we also considered asymmetric distributions. The results are not qualitatively different.
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FIGURE 2

Givenb andF(m), communication is informative and dominates delegation

Proof. If (9) holds, the principal obtains a higher utility by taking an uninformed decision
(y∗

= 0) than by delegating control to the agent. Since communication cannot make her worse
off, she then optimally keeps controls. Moreover, asb < L/2, informative communication is
then feasible. ‖

Corollary 2. Assume F(m) symmetric and b< L/2. If the principal has a quadratic loss
function, then informative communication dominates delegation ifσ(m) < b.

Proposition 4 and its corollary tell us that, for a given biasb, keeping control is optimal
if F(m) is sufficiently informative. Ifb < L/2, informative communication then occurs
in equilibrium. This contrasts with Proposition 2 which states that, for a given distribution
F(m), delegating control is optimal ifb is sufficiently small. Taken together, this suggests that
delegation dominates communication if the bias of the agent is small relative to his informational
advantage, just as we found for a uniform distribution.

Figure 2 gives an example of a biasb and a steep single-peaked distributionF(m) for
which informative communication is feasible (the best partition equilibrium is(−L , a1, L)) and
keeping control is optimal.

Note that in the above example, communication is not very informative and if the bias were
smaller (e.g.equal tob/2), delegation would again be optimal. The following simulation results
suggest that typically only very noisy communication may dominate delegation.

Normal distributions. How large is the parameter range for which delegation is optimal?
To have a quantitative idea on this, we have performed numerical simulations for a class of
truncated normal distributions,17 and a quadratic loss function,`(|y − m|) ≡ (y − m)2. We
find that the principal delegates authority if and only ifb < b′σ , whereb′ ∼= 0·955, and this
independently of the variance (we checked forσ = 0·5, σ = 1 andσ = 2). For biases larger
or equal tob′σ , communication occurs in equilibrium, but the agent recommends the same
“high” action in at least 98·6% of all states of nature. The outcome is thus very close to the
“no communication result” of the Uniform distribution:only if communication is very noisy, it
beats delegation.

17. Concretely, we have assumed thatm ∼ N (0, σ )/cte, supported on[−4σ, 4σ ] wherecte
=
∫ 4σ
−4σ dN (0, σ ) ≈

0·99994. The results, however, are insensitive to the truncation points as long asL ≥ 4σ , with [−L , L] the support.
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6. THE VALUE OF AN INTERMEDIARY

In practice, one often observes that top management delegates control tointermediaries—
supervisors, managers, external consultants—with objectives between the principal’s and the
agent’s. We investigate therefore whether, in our setting, the principal may have an incentive
to delegate control to a middleman with a biasbI ∈ (0, b), rather than to the agent. In the
latter scenario, the middleman—which is assumed to be equally uninformed as the principal—
takes a decision after having consulted the agent. Obviously, such an allocation of control fosters
communication compared to the case where the principal is in charge, and limits the loss of
control compared to full delegation to the agent.18

Given that the only role of the intermediary is tocommunicatewith the agent andtake a
decision, it seems reasonable that the principal disposes of a pool of candidate intermediaries,
who all differ in their biases. An obvious candidate is the intermediary management. Product-
line managers, for example, typically have interests in between those of top management
and the individual product managers (say, due to the presence of implicit incentive schemes
or relation-specific investments).19 Secondly, entities which are external to the organization,
such as consultants, may act as intermediaries in matters where both agent and principal have
vested interests. Finally, intermediaries may also be created in the marketplace. In the software
industry, for example, open source companies, such a Collab.net, act as intermediaries between
independent open source programmers and commercial corporations, who release the source
code of new technologies to these intermediaries.20 To simplify the exposition, we will make
the extreme assumption that for anyk ∈ (0, 1), the principal can find an intermediary with bias
bI = (1−k)b. This stands in contrast with the agent, who is unique in being informed and hence
cannot be replaced. We further assume that the intermediary is not allowed to delegate on his turn
the authority to the agent. Since the intermediary will have an incentive to do this, the principal
then must clearly define the decision rights.21

The question we want to answer is thus:“given the agent’s bias, if the principal could freely
choose an intermediary’s level of bias, would she choose a biased intermediary?”. To keep the
problem tractable, we only characterize the optimal delegation scheme for the leading example
of Crawford and Sobel. We subsequently discuss in a more general way the logic behind the
value of an intermediary.

Proposition 5. If F (m) is uniformly distributed on[0, 1] and the principal has quadratic
preferences, that is̀(y − m) = (y − m)2, then

• For b ≤ 1/6, the principal delegates authority to the agent.
• For b∈ ]1/6,

√
2/4[, the principal delegates authority to an intermediary with bias b∗

I ∈

(0, b).
• For b >

√
2/4, there is neither delegation nor communication.

18. A related explanation for the role of intermediaries in organizations is given by Mitusch and Strausz (1999),
which show how an intermediary can improve things in a communication game where the principal cannot commit to
a decision rule. In their model, the intermediary does not receive control, but is simply a “mediator” which is more
congruent with the agent than the principal. Several papers have further shown (see, for example, Vickers (1985)) that
firms which are engaged in competitive interactions often have an incentive to strategically delegate control to a manager
who is not a profit-maximizer.

19. Note that top management could potentially increase (decrease) the congruence between middle and lower
management by reducing (increasing) the span of control of middle management.

20. See Lerner and Tirole (2000).
21. This is realistic: it is common practice in organizations that the signature of a certain person (of a certain rank)

is obligatory to have access to critical resources of the firm. Hence, authority cannot be passed on without the approval
of top management.
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FIGURE 3

Delegation decision in leading example Crawford and Sobel (1982)

Proof. See the Appendix. ‖

Figure 3 summarizes the optimal allocation of authority with and without an intermediary:
If the choice of intermediaries is limited, one may want to know for what values ofb andk

the principal would use an intermediary. Proposition 5 gives a partial answer to this by providing
a necessary condition: only if the “optimal” biasb∗

I belongs to(0, b), an intermediary with
bI 6= b∗

I may be useful. As an example, suppose thatbI = b/2 exogenously. One can verify

that the principal delegates control to this intermediary whenever1
2
√

6
< b <

√
2

4 .

Why is delegating control to an intermediary valuable for intermediate biases? Basically,
delegation to an intermediary is acommitment device. From Proposition 1, communication
between agent and principal is a noisy signalling game in which a finite number of actions
{y1, . . . , yN} are implemented with positive probability. Since in this signalling equilibrium, the
optimal response of the principal is always a pure strategy, the agent knows exactly which action
will be implemented for which signal. The agent thus possesses alimited form of discretion:he is
able to implement any actiony ∈ Y ≡ {y1, . . . , yN}. By delegating authority to the intermediary,
the principal changes the set of actionsY and thus the discretion of the agent. For example, if
b = L/2 andF(m) is uniform on[−L , L], thenY = {0} if the principal keeps control, since
no informative communication is then possible. In contrast, if the principal delegates control to
an intermediary with biasbI = b/2 = L/4, we have thatY = {−L/2, L/2}.22 In this sense, it
is interesting to investigate what is the “optimal amount of discretion” to be given to the agent,
where the set of actionsY does not have to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1. Previous work
has already studied this question and the following result holds:23

Lemma 3. If F (m) is uniformly distributed on[−L , L] the optimal amount of discretion
to be given to the agent, consists of putting an upper bound y′ on the actions which the agent
may implement, where y′

= L − b if b < L and y′ = 0 if b > L.

Proof. See Holmstr̈om (1977, Section 2.3.2). ‖

22. Indeed, if the intermediary communicates with the agent, then at most two partition elements are possible,
where the size of the second partition element equals the size of the first plus 4bI = 2b. Hence, the agent sends a
low message ifm ∈ (−L , −b) and a high message ifm ∈ (−b, L). The intermediary then implements respectively
y1 = −

L+b
2 +

b
2 andy2 =

L−b
2 +

b
2 .

23. See Holmstr̈om (1977, 1984), Melumad and Shibano (1991), and Armstrong (1994).
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Intuitively, the principal may reduce the average deviation from the optimal project by
putting an upper bound on the projects which the agent is allowed to undertake. Further limiting
the discretion of the agent, however, only harms the principal if her prior is uniformly distributed.
While she may reduce the bias in some states of nature, this will always lead to an increase in
the bias for other states of nature, generating a mean-preserving spread of the deviation which
is better avoided given her concave preferences. In our example whereb = L/2, optimally, the
principal would allow the agent to choose any actiony ≤ L/2. Note that this upperbound would
be binding with a probability 1/2.

In practice, however, it may be difficult to commit to such a policy, since the principal
will also be tempted to intervene when the agent wants to implement small or medium-sized
projects. Here, an intermediary may play an important role. By delegating decision rights
to an intermediary, the principal may prevent these very large projects from being initiated
without jeopardizing the communication concerning small or medium-sized projects. Indeed,
for b = L/2, if an intermediary with biasbI = b/2 = L/4 has control, the agent has discretion
on {−L/2, L/2}. Hence, by delegating control to this intermediary, the principal effectively
implements the optimal upperboundL − b, while the agent still has the option to communicate
that a smaller project is optimal. The expected deviation fromm, E(|y∗

− m|), is then 3
4b. In

contrast, if the principal keeps control or delegates to the agent, the expected deviation fromm
equalsb. Unless the loss function of the principal is very convex, the principal thus prefers to
delegate to the intermediary.

It is finally intuitive that an intermediary is only useful forintermediate preference
divergences, as shown in Proposition 5. For intermediate biases, the benefits of constraining
projects to be smaller thanL −b, are substantial and communication performs not so bad relative
to delegation. In contrast, when preferences of principal and agent are close, the probability that
the optimal upper boundL − b is binding, is very low. The benefits of limiting the agent’s
discretion are then small. At the same time, communication performs very badly relative to
delegation.

7. DELEGATION WITH VETO-POWER OR “CLOSED RULE”

As another form of limited delegation, the principal may delegate a decision to the agent but keep
the right to veto this decisionex post, in which case the status quo prevails. A CEO or a division
manager, for example, may be delegated the task to come up with a plan to redesign a product-line
or to restructure the firm or a division, but theses plans need a final “thumbs up” of the board of
directors or top management. Importantly, delegation with veto-power is also a regular practice
in somepolitical organizations. In the U.S. House of Representatives, for example, under the
closed rule,a parliamentary committee has the right to propose a bill which can only be vetoed,
but not amended.

In this section, we compare the effectiveness of delegation with veto-power, or equivalently
the “closed rule”, with pure delegation. As we discussed in Section 2, the “closed rule” and its
raison d’̂etrehas been the object of intense debate and study in Political Science. In a seminal
paper, Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987) have used the leading example ofCSto show that for small
biases, the closed rule yields a higher expected utility to the House than the “open rule” under
which the House can freely amend the proposals of the committee and which is equivalent to
communication.24 In this section, we show that unless preference divergences are very large,
pure delegation does even better than this closed rule. In case of the leading example ofCSand a

24. By focusing on a more efficient equilibrium, Krishna and Morgan (2000) even show that the closed rule does
better than communication whenever the latter is informative, that is as long asb < 1/4.
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status quo equal to the mean of the distribution, delegation beats the closed rule unless preference
divergences are so extreme that no informative communication is possible.

For simplicity and following the tradition of the literature on legislative rules, we assume
thatF(m) is uniformly distributed. In accordance withGK, we make the following assumptions.
There is an exogenously given status quoyo ∈ [−L , L]. The sequence of moves under veto-
based delegation is the following. First, the agent learnsm. Secondly, the agent proposes a
project y ∈ Y to the principal. Finally, the principal chooses betweeny and yo. Similar to the
CS communication game, the veto-delegation game has typically several equilibria. We will
focus on the one proposed in Krishna and Morgan (2000, Proposition 8) which is thus far the
most efficient equilibrium identified in the literature. The following proposition characterizes
this Krishna–Morgan equilibrium:

Lemma 4. Under delegation with veto-power(closed rule):

(i) If b < (L − yo)/2:

— the agent proposes to implement:

∗ y = m + b if m < yo − b or m > yo + 3b.

∗ y = yo if m ∈ [yo − b, yo].

∗ y = yo + 2b if m ∈ (yo, yo + 2b].

∗ y = yo + 4b if m ∈ (yo + 2b, yo + 3b].

— the principal vetoes all projects y∈ (yo, yo + 4b)\{yo + 2b}, and rubberstamps all
other projects.

(ii) If b > (L − yo)/2:

— the agent proposes y= m + b if m < yo − b and y= yo otherwise,
— the principal vetoes y if and only if y> yo.

Proof. See the Appendix. ‖

We compare the outcome under pure delegation with the above equilibrium. Given that the
leading example ofCS is the traditional working horse in the literature on legislative rules,
we first make the comparison under the specific assumptions of this leading example. For
concreteness, we also assume that the status quo equals the expected optimal value ofy, that is
yo = E(m). We subsequently generalize our results to more general loss functions and supports,
and to different status quos.

Proposition 6. Consider the leading example of CS, in which F(m) is uniformly
distributed on[0, 1] and the principal has a quadratic loss function. If yo ≡ E(m) =

1
2, then pure

delegation strictly dominates delegation with veto-power(closed rule) if and only if b< 1/4.

Proof. See the Appendix. ‖

Thus, for the leading example ofCS and yo = E(m), we obtain the result that pure
delegation dominates the closed rule unless the bias of the agent is so large that no informative
communication between agent and principal is possible (indeed forb > 1/4, N(b) = 1). In
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contrast, forb > 1/4, the closed rule is optimal. Given that the status quo equals the expected
value ofm, the closed rule then also weakly dominates keeping control.

What is the intuition behind these results? First consider the case whereb < (1 − yo)/3 =

1/6. From Lemma 4the closed rule(veto-power) then introduces a variance in bias of the
implemented project, but does not reduce the average bias.25 Since deviations from the first best
are increasingly costly, the principal then strictly prefers pure delegation. Secondly, consider the
case whereb > 1/6. From Lemma 4, the closed rule then still introduces a considerable variance
in the bias, but on average, this bias is smaller thanb.26 Thus, for b> 1/6, the principal must
trade-off a smaller average deviation with a larger variance under the closed rule.As long as
1/6 < b < 1/4, the reduction in the average bias is not sufficient to compensate for the large
variance, and the principal prefers pure delegation. In contrast, forb > 1/4, the reduction in the
average bias is sufficiently large and veto-power becomes optimal. Interestingly, forb > 1/4,
the agent is allowed to implement any projecty < yo = 1/2 under the closed rule.Keeping
veto-power is then a tool to refrain the agent from implementing large projects, while allowing
him discretion concerning small projects.Whereas for small biases, such an upperbound ony
would be far too tough, for large biases, it approaches the optimal upperboundL − b.27

We now generalize the above result for any convex loss function, any support[−L , L], and
any status quoyo ∈ [−L , L]. Defineb̄(yo) ≡ (L − yo)/3:

Proposition 7.

(i) If b ≤ b̄(yo), pure delegation strictly dominates delegation with veto-power(closed rule).
(ii ) If b > b̄(yo), ∃ ˆ̀(x) such that delegation with veto-power(closed rule) dominates pure

delegation if the loss function of the principal,`(x), is less convex in the sense of Arrow–
Pratt than ˆ̀(x).

Proof. See the Appendix. ‖

The intuition for Proposition 7 is identical to the one of Proposition 6. Forb < (L − yo)/3,
keeping veto-power only introduces variance in the bias, but does not reduce the average bias.
In contrast, forb > (L − yo)/3, the principal has to trade-off a larger variance with a smaller
average bias. Whether or not the closed rule is optimal, depends then on the risk-aversion of the
principal.

Note thatb̄(yo) is decreasing inyo, suggesting that having veto-power is more useful when
the status quo is larger (or more in the direction of the agent’s bias). Intuitively, from Lemma 3,
it is only optimal to refrain the agent from implementing large projects. If the status quo is
large, veto-power gives the principal an effective tool to do this without jeopardizing the agent’s
flexibility to implement small and medium-sized projects.28 For the leading example ofCS, one
can easily show that the cut-off value forb above which the closed rule is optimal, is decreasing
in yo. While for yo = 0, the closed rule is never optimal,29 for yo = 1, the closed rule always
dominates delegation.

25. Indeed, form ∈ [1/2, 1/2 + 2b], the expected deviation fromm ranges from 0 to 2b. Similarly, while form
∈ [1/2 − b, 1/2], the expected deviation isb/2, for m ∈ [1/2 + 2b, 1/2 + 3b], it equals 3b/2.

26. Reason is thatm is then less likely to belong to the range[1/2 + 2b, 1/2 + 3b] where the bias in the
implemented project is larger thanb.

27. See Lemma 3.
28. If the principal could commitex anteto a status quo point, he would choosey∗

o such that the optimal
upperbound characterized in Lemma 3 is implemented, that isy∗

o = L − b. From Lemma 4, the veto-delegation game is
then equivalent to the optimal partial delegation scheme in which the agent can pick any actiony ≤ L − b.

29. Forb <
√

3/6, pure delegation is then best while forb >
√

3/6, the principal optimally keeps full control and
implementsy = 1/2.
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8. EXTENSIONS AND DISCUSSION

To conclude, we discuss some important extensions of our basic set-up and their likely
implications.

8.1. Extending the space of contracts

The main result of our paper is a comparison of two institutions: communication (cheap talk)
vs. delegation. While these are indeed the only instruments available to the principal given
our assumptions on the non-contractibility of projects and profits, one may wonder whether
we have not biased our results in favour of delegation by restricting the space of contracts in
this way. In this section, we argue that delegation will typically be acomplementrather than
a substituteto other contractual arrangements, in particular those institutions, such as profits
sharing, promotions, career concerns etc., whose aim it is to better align the incentives of the
agent with those of the organization or principal. Indeed, the smaller the bias of the agent, the
better delegation performs relative to communication. Therefore, by reducing the agent’s bias,
these mechanisms may make delegation optimal whereas initially the principal would have kept
control. Suppose, for example, that pay-offs are in monetary terms and that the principal is free
to offer simplesharing contractsthat award to the agent a percentage of the monetary pay-offs
deriving from the project. If we suppose that the agent derives a private benefit of a projecty
given by

B(y) ≡ K A − kA(m + b − y)2

and the principal maximizes a contractible profit

π(y) ≡ K − k(m − y)2,

then awarding the agent a shares of π(y), induces the agent to maximize a function of the form

B′(y) ≡ K
′

A − k
′

A

[
m +

(
kA

kA + sk

)
b − y

]2

.

Thus, giving the agent a shares in total profits, reduces its bias fromb to b′
=

kA
kA+skb. The

optimal amount of profit sharings for a given bias will depend on whether or notex antetransfers
from agent to principal are possible and on the wealth constraint of the agent. At least with a
uniform distribution, however, the principal will always delegate control for a larger range of
biases than if no sharing contracts were possible.

8.2. Uncertainty over the bias and repeated interaction

A convenient simplification of our model is that the bias of the agent is known to the principal.
Intuitively, though, as long as there remains asystematicaverage bias in the agent’s objectives,
introducing uncertainty will not greatly affect our results. In a setting where the agent has a
bias b only with a probability p, Stocken and Morgan (2000) provide a first analysis of the
communication equilibrium which then prevails. One of their findings is that the informational
efficiency of communication may be either smaller or larger than if the agent’s bias were known
to bep∗b. In the examples they provide, however, the difference is limited.30 Therefore, one may
expect the trade-off between communication and delegation to be only quantitatively affected.

A different picture is obtained if the unknown tastes of the agent weresymmetrically
distributed about the principal’s tastes, that is the agent is unbiased in expectations. As shown by

30. Of the order of 2% or less.
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de Garidel-Thoron and Ottaviani (2000), ifF(m) is uniformly distributed and the bias takes either
a positive or negative value, there exists a communication equilibrium in which the principal
rubberstamps the proposals of the agent as long as these proposals are not too extreme.31 This
can be shown to improve upon pure delegation, which suggests that if divergences in objectives
are random rather than systematic, the principal often optimally keeps control.

Finally, when the bias of the agent is uncertain, it is also very important to take into account
the impact ofrepeated interaction, as has become clear from Avery and Meyer (2000). In a two-
period, two-action model where agents have an uncertain but positive bias,32 they show that the
presence of a second period acts as a first-period discipline device: agents are then less biased and
may even show a negative bias in order not to be perceived as a type with a large bias. In a typical
equilibrium, the principal rubberstamps the recommendation of the agent in the first period, and
follows the advice of the agent in the second period if and only if the latter has recommended
the “small” project in the first period. Given the binary nature of the example, this outcome is
identical to the one in which the principal always delegates authority in the first period, and lets
her second period delegation decision depend on the first period action of the agent. Intuitively,
one may expect similar results if there is a continuum of projects, where the agent refrains from
implementing “large” projects in an initial period out of fear of being perceived as extremely
biased and hence losing control in a later period. To the extent that this puts a reasonable
upperbound on the projects which are implemented in initial periods, intertemporal incentives
may then greatly improve the efficiency of delegation.33 This reputational delegation, and its
comparison with reputational cheap talk, are exciting topics for future research.34

8.3. Hard vs. soft information

A crucial assumption in our analysis is that the private information of the agent is soft. Our
motivation for this is that the best thing to do typically depends on a wide range of factors, which
the principal may find very hard to foresee, of whom she may not understand their relevance
and significance, let alone verify their magnitude or nature. Therefore, almost any project can
be claimed to be optimal. In some settings, however, it is realistic to assume that the agent
can somehow “prove” or “certify” his local knowledge and that the principal has the time and
the background to assert this information. This may radically change the trade-off in favour
of communication. As shown by Seidmann and Winter (1997), in the extreme case where the
agent, in any state of nature, can certify his information at no cost to him or the principal,
communication is even perfect. Obviously, the principal then never delegates. This suggests
some interesting predictions on differences in the hierarchical structure of firms across industries.
Even when private information can be certified or verified, this is often a very time-consuming
process. In fast changing industries, the benefits may then not outweigh the costs in terms of
incurred delays in the decision making and the heavy burden this puts on managerial attention.
Private information is then de facto soft and our model predicts rather flat organizations with a
decentralized organization structure. In contrast, when the business environment is very stable or
information-processing costs are negligible, one may expect more centralized decision making.

31. Concretely, there exists an equilibrium in which the principal rubberstamps all proposalsy ∈ [−L +b, L −b],
where the bias of the agent is eitherb or −b.

32. Avery and Meyer are concerned with the application where a biased evaluator must recommend whether or
not to hire a candidate. In our language, “hire” is the large project, “do not hire”, the small project.

33. As pointed out by Avery and Meyer, however, the intertemporal incentives may also be too strong, making
agents far too cautious.

34. Note, however, that this reputational cheap talk is different from the one studied by Ottaviani and Sorensen
(1999), where the expert is concerned to appear well informed rather than congruent.
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has stressed the limits of the use of soft information in organizations. To the extent
that a senior manager cannot verify the claims of a better informed subordinate, she is in general
better off delegating decision rights to this subordinate than relying on the information she can
induce from his claims. Intuitively, while the subordinate may not tell her what she should do, he
will use all his information when he himself takes the decision.

This simple result has potentially important implications for the design of organizations. It
suggests that centralization of authority is only optimal if top management has the information
which is important to the main decisions, or is able to check and verify the information
provided by lower levels of the hierarchy. At first sight, this is in line with the tendency of
firms to focus on core activities,i.e. activities on which they have a profound knowledge,
and to outsource other activities. Similarly, the trend of the last two decades towards more
decentralization and empowerment, highlighted by the business press, may find its origin in
a rapidly changing business environment which causes the knowledge of top management to
become quickly obsolete. In response to an increased foreign competition in the 1980’s and
1990’s, for instance, many large American cooperations (ITT, IBM, General Motors, Eastman
Kodak, and Xerox, . . . ) have changed the organizational design of their organization and
frequently pushed decision rights lower in the organization.35 An incentive based theory of
communication costs in hierarchies, where these costs arise endogenously from the necessity
to check and understand reports provided by agents prone to distort their information, will be
needed to throw further light on these issues.36

APPENDIX

A.1. General distributions

Small biases

Proof of Proposition3. Let (a0, a1, . . . , aN(b)) characterize the most informative partition equilibrium given
b, let hn be the length of thenth partition element,hn ≡ an − an−1, and leth̄ be the largest partition element. The proof
of (8) follows directly from the following three lemmas.

Lemma A1. Ash̄ tends to zero,

hn+1 = hn + 4b −

[
h2

n + h2
n+1

][ f ′(an)

6 f (an)

]
(A.1)

where we have neglected all terms in the3-rd or higher order of hn and hn+1.

Proof. Let us consider the(n + 1)-th partition element and denoteyn+1 ≡ ȳ(an+1, an). We will now express
yn+1 as a function ofhn+1 andan using Taylor approximations in which we neglect all terms (and only these) which
are in the third or higher order ofhn+1. For this purpose,∀m ∈ (an, an+1), we approximatè(|m− yn+1|) and f (m) by

`(|m − yn+1|) =
1
2`′′(0)(m − yn+1)2

f (m) = f (an) + f ′(an)(m − an) +
1
2 f ′′(an)(m − an)2

where both|m − yn+1| andm − an are fractions ofhn+1.

35. A discussion of some case studies on this can be found,e.g.in Brickley, Smith and Zimmerman (1997).
36. The literature on communication and processing costs (Radner (1993), Bolton and Dewatripont (1994), van

Zandt (1999) etc.) has assumed a team theoretical framework without incentive problems. Note that the existence of
explicit time/resource costs of communication, central in these papers, would only reinforce the preference for delegation
in our model.
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Denotingkn ≡ yn+1 − an, we have that

kn = arg mink

∫ hn+1

0

1
2`′′(0)(k − x)2[ f (an) + f ′(an)x +

1
2 f ′′(an)x2

]dx.

Taking the FOC yields ∫ hn+1

0
(x − kn)[ f (an) + f ′(an)x +

1
2 f ′′(an)x2

]dx = 0

or still

f (an)
2 h2

n+1 − kn f (an)hn+1 +
f ′(an)

3 h3
n+1 − kn

f ′(an)
2 h2

n+1 +
f ′′(an)

8 h4
n+1 − kn

f ′′(an)
6 h3

n+1 = 0

from which

kn = hn+1

[
f (an)/2 + f ′(an)hn+1/3 + f ′′(an)h2

n+1/8

f (an) + f ′(an)hn+1/2 + f ′′(an)h2
n+1/6

]
.

A first-order Taylor expansion inhn+1 of the term in brackets yields37

kn = hn+1

[
1

2
+ hn+1

( f ′(an)/3) f (an) − ( f ′(an)/2)( f (an)/2)

f (an)2

]
from which

kn =
hn+1

2
+

h2
n+1

12

f ′(an)

f (an)
.

Sincekn ≡ yn+1 − an andhn+1 = an+1 − an, it follows that

yn+1 =
an + an+1

2
+ (an+1

− an)2
1

12

f ′(an)

f (an)
(A.2)

where we have neglected all terms in the 3-rd or higher order of(an+1
− an).

In the same way, for (an
− an−1) small, one can show that

yn =
an−1 + an

2
+ (an

− an−1)2
1

12

f ′(an)

f (an)
(A.3)

where we have neglected all terms in the 3-rd or higher order of(an
− an−1). At m = an, the agent must be indifferent

betweenyn andyn+1 from which

yn+1 − (an + b) = an + b − yn.

Substituting (A.2) and (A.3) we find

an+1
− an

= an
− an−1

+ 4b − [(an+1
− an)2 + (an

− an−1)2]

[
1

6

f ′(an)

f (an)

]
or, equivalently,

hn+1 = hn + 4b + [h2
n + h2

n+1]

[
1

6

f ′(an)

f (an)

]
where we have neglected all terms inh3

n, h3
n+1 and higher orders ofhn andhn+1. ‖

Lemma A2. If limb→0 h̄ = 0, then

limb→0
E(|y∗

− m|)

b
= ∞. (A.4)

Proof. Let us fix two pointsx1 and x2 of the support ofF(m), where −L < x1 < x2 < L. Since
[F(x2) − F(x1)] > 0, to prove that (A.4) holds, it is sufficient to show that

limb→0

(
E(|y∗

− m||m ∈ (x1, x2))

b

)
= ∞. (A.5)

37. As this expansion is multiplied byhn+1, a second-order Taylor expansion would only add additional terms in
h3

n+1, which subsequently would be neglected.
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Abusing notation, let us denote from now on byN(b) the number of partition elements fully contained in[x1, x2], and
by hn the size of then-th partition element that is fully included in(x1, x2). Defining further

µ ≡ maxm∈(x1,x2)
f ′(m)

f (m)
,

we have from Lemma A1 thathn+1 ≥ hn + 4b − µ[h2
n + h2

n+1]. We now first show that

limb→0 E(hi )/b = ∞ (A.6)

holds (Part A and B) and then that the latter implies (A.5) (Part C):
Let us denote byq(b) the number of partition elements fully included in[x1, x2] for whichµh2

i ≤ b and byQ(b)

the number of partition elements for whichµh2
i > b. We haveq(b) + Q(b) = N(b). By assumption, ifb goes to zero,

q(b) + Q(b) goes to infinity. We consider two cases.
(A) First, assume that

limb→0
Q(b)

N
> 0.

Denoting limb→0
Q(b)

N ≡ 8 > 0, we have

limb→0
E(hi )

b
≥ limb→0

1

b

Q(b)E(hi | µh2
i > b)

N
≥ 8 ∗ limb→0

1

b

√
b
µ = ∞.

(B) Secondly, assume that

limb→0
Q(b)

N
= 0. (A.7)

Let us denote bȳn(b) the average length (number of partition elements) of a series of adjacent partition elements for
whichµh2

i ≤ b. For any two adjacent partition elementshi andhi +1 which both belong to such a series, it follows from
(A.1), that

hi +1 ≥ hi + 2b

and thus

E(hi | µh2
i ≤ b) ≥

1

n̄(b)

∑n̄(b)−1

i =1
2ib = [n̄(b) − 1]b. (A.8)

If lim b→0
Q(b)

N = 0 holds, then limb→0 E(hi ) = limb→0 E(hi | µh2
i ≤ b). Moreover, it also follows that

limb→0 n̄(b) = ∞.38 From (A.8) it then follows that

limb→0
E(hi )

b
≥ limb→0[n̄(b) − 1] = ∞.

(C) We now show that (A.6) implies (A.5). Denoting byf min
≡ minm∈(x1,x2) f (m) and by(ai −1, ai ) the i th

partition element included in(x1, x2), then∫ ai

ai −1

|ȳ(ai −1, ai ) − m| f (m)dm ≥

∫ ai

ai−1

∣∣∣∣∣ai −1 + ai

2
− m

∣∣∣∣∣ f mindm

≥

∫ hi

0

∣∣∣∣∣hi

2
− m

∣∣∣∣∣ f mindm =
f min

4
h2

i

and thusE(|y∗
− m || m ∈ (x1, x2))

≥
1

F(x1) − F(x2)

∫ aN
a0

|ȳ(ai −1, ai ) − m| f (m)dm

≥
F(aN ) − F(a0)
F(x1) − F(x2)

∑N
i =1

f min

4
h2

i
F(aN ) − F(a0)

≥
f min

4
F(aN ) − F(a0)
F(x1) − F(x2)

1
N
∑N

i =1 hi =
f min

4
F(aN ) − F(a0)
F(x1)−F(x2)

E(hi )

38. Indeed, suppose that limb→0 n̄(b) = n∗ with n∗ a finite number, then

limb→0
Q(b)

N
≥ limb→0

Q(b)

Q(b) + n̄(b)Q(b)
=

1

1 + n∗
,

a contradiction.
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where F(aN )−F(a0)
F(x1)−F(x2)

tends to 1 as̄h tends to zero. From (A.6) then (A.5) and thus also (A.4).‖

Lemma A3. If limb→0 h̄ > 0, thenlimb→0
E(|y∗

−m|)
b = ∞.

Proof. Let us denote bȳa the largest partition element of the most informative equilibrium and byφ the
probability thatm ∈ ā. Given the finite support ofF(m), if lim b→0 h̄ > 0, also limb→0 φ > 0 and limb→0{miny E(|y−

m||m ∈ ā)} > 0. Hence limb→0 E(|y∗
− m|) > 0 and limb→0 E(|y∗

− m|)/b = ∞. ‖

Large biases

Proof of Lemma2. From Proposition 1, whenever a communication equilibrium exists with more than one
partition element, there always exists a communication equilibrium with two partition elements. Hence, it is sufficient to
show that a partition equilibrium with two partition elements exists if and only ifb < L/2. A partition equilibrium with
two partition elements exists if and only if∃a ∈ (−L , L) such that

a + b − ȳ(−L , a) = ȳ(a, L) − a − b ⇔

2b = ȳ(a, L) + ȳ(−L , a) − 2a·

The R.H.S. of this equality is a continuous decreasing function ofa since both∂ ȳ(a, L)/∂a < 1 and∂ ȳ(−L , a)/∂a < 1.
Moreover, the R.H.S. equalsL if a = −L and−L if a = L. Hence, if and only ifb < L/2, ∃a ∈ (−L , L) such that the
equality holds, and a communication equilibrium with two partition elements exists.‖

A.2. Delegation to an intermediary

Proof of Proposition5. Suppose the principal delegates control to an intermediary with biasbI = (1 − k)b.
Denoting byσ2

m(kb) the residual variance ofm the intermediary expects to have after hearing the equilibrium signal of
the agent, it is easy to verify that delegation to the intermediary yields

EUP = UP(m, m) − σ2
m(kb) − (1 − k)2b2. (A.9)

This expression reflects the fact that quadratic loss equals variance plus the square of the bias and that the rational
expectations character of the Bayesian Nash equilibrium eliminates all unconditional bias from the middleman’s
interpretation of the agent’s signal. Solving for the communication equilibrium between agent and intermediary, we
find39

σ2
m(kb) =

1

12N2
+

(kb)2(N2
− 1)

3
(A.10)

whereN = N(kb) is the largest number of partition elements given their dissonanceb − bI = kb. Substituting (A.10)
in (A.9), we can rewrite the expected utility of the principal as

EUP(k, b) = UP(m, m) −
1

12N2
−

k2b2(N2
− 1)

3
− (1 − k)2b2 (A.11)

whereN is the number of partition elements in the most informative communication equilibrium between agent and
intermediary. From Lemma 1,N is given by

N = N(kb) ≡

〈
−

1

2
+

1

2

√
1 +

2

kb

〉
, (A.12)

where〈z〉 denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal toz. Let us denote byb∗
I ≡ [1 − k∗(b)]b the bias of the

intermediary which maximizes (A.11), and byN∗
≡ N(k∗b) the number of partition elements in the corresponding

communication equilibrium. Define furtherk(q) as

k(q) ≡
3

q2 + 2
.

39. SeeCS, Section 4, for computations.
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(A) We first show that forb ∈]
1
6 ,

√
2

4 [, k∗
= k(q), where

q =

〈
−

1

2
+

1

2

√√√√(36b2 + 7 + 4
√

6
√

36b2 − 1/3

36b2 − 1

)〉

andq is also the number of partitions in the corresponding communication equilibrium between intermediary and agent:
Suppose thatN∗

= q and that givenk = k(q), an equilibrium withq partition elements exists,i.e. N(k(q)b) ≥ q.
From (A.11), thenk∗

= k(q), which yields an expected utility of

euP(q, b) ≡ UP(m, m) −
1

12q2
−

q2
− 1

q2 + 2
b2. (A.13)

Moreover, even ifN(k(q)b) < q, we always have that

∀b : EUP(k∗(b), b) ≤ euP(N∗(k∗(b)b), b). (A.14)

Define now the correspondenceb̂(q):

b ∈ b̂(q) ⇔ euP(q, b) = euP(q − 1, b). (A.15)

Thusb ∈ b̂(q) is a bias for which the principal is indifferent between delegating authority to an intermediary with bias
[1 − k(q)]b and bias[1 − k(q − 1)]b, hereby assuming that a communication equilibrium withq, respectivelyq − 1
partition elements then effectively exists. Substituting (A.13) in (A.15) and imposingb ≥ 0, we find thatb̂(q) is a
singleton; abusing notation, we have

b̂(q) =
1

6

√
(q2 + 2)(q2 − 2q + 3)

(q − 1)q
.

Moreover, from (A.13), ifb = b̂(q), then for b > b̂(q), euP(q − 1, b) > euP(q, b), while for b < b̂(q),
euP(q − 1, b) < euP(q, b). Sinceb̂(q) is strictly decreasing inq, the following lemma thus holds:

Lemma A4. If b ∈]b̂(q + 1), b̂(q)[, then∀n ∈ N , n 6= q : euP(q, b) > euP(n, b).

If for b ∈ [b̂(q + 1), b̂(q)], a communication equilibrium withq partition elements exists, that is if

∀b ∈ [b̂(q + 1), b̂(q)] : q ≤ N

(
3

q2 + 2
b

)
(A.16)

then from Lemma A4 and inequality (A.14),k∗
= k(q) =

3
q2+2

.

From (A.12) and given thatq is an integer, (A.16) holds if and only if

q <
1

2
+

1

2

√
1 +

2(q2 + 2)

3b̂(q)
. (A.17)

Substituting the value of̂b(q), which tends to 1/6 if q becomes very large, one can verify that inequality (A.17) is
satisfied for anyq ∈ N .

Lemma A5. ∀q ∈ N , q > 1 : b ∈ ]b̂(q + 1), b̂(q)[ H⇒ k∗
= k(q).

The functionb̂(q) is decreasing inq, whereb̂(2) =

√
2

4 and limq→∞ b̂(q) =
1
6 . Inverting b̂(q) on ]

1
6 ,

√
2

4 ] and

taking into account thatq must be an integer, it follows from Lemma A5 that forb ∈ ]
1
6 ,

√
2

4 [, k∗
= k(q) whereq is

given by 〈
−

1

2
+

1

2

√√√√(36b2 + 7 + 4
√

6
√

36b2 − 1/3

36b2 − 1

)〉
.

Note finally that we necessarily have that the number of partition elements in the resulting communication game cannot
be larger than thisq. Indeed, supposeN∗(k∗b) > q. Since for a givenb andbI , the principal is always better off by
more informative communication between agent and intermediary,EUP(k∗, b) > euP(q, b). However, from (A.14) also
euP(N∗(k∗b), b) ≥ EUP(k∗, b). Since, by construction,b ∈ [b̂(q + 1), b̂(q)], this in contradiction with Lemma A4.
Hence,N(k∗b) = q.
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(B) To conclude the proof, we show that (i) forb ≤ 1/6, k∗
= 0 and (ii) forb >

√
2

4 , k∗
= 1:

(i) One can easily verify that forb ≤ 1/6, 1
12q2 +

q2
−1

q2+2
b2 > b2 as long asq is a finite number. Hence, from (A.13)

and (A.14), the principal optimally delegates to full authority to the agent (ork∗
= 0) for b < 1/6 in which case

she obtains a utility−b2.

(ii) One can easily verify that forb >
√

2/4, 1
12q2 +

q2
−1

q2+2
b2 > 1/12 for anyq ∈ N . Hence, from (A.13) and

(A.14), the principal optimally keeps authority (ork∗
= 1) for b >

√
2/4, in which case she obtains an expected

utility of −1/12.

A.3. Delegation with veto-power or “closed rule”

Proof of Lemma4. The proof foryo ≤ L − 3b follows directly from the proof of proposition 8 in Krishna and
Morgan (2000).40 While Krishna and Morgan do not consider the case whereyo ≥ L − 3b, one can easily verify that as
long asyo < L − 2b, their equilibrium still exists and is Pareto-dominant. In contrast, foryo > L − 2b, the principal
would veto a proposal ofy = yo+2b if, as in Krishna and Morgan, the agent were to propose this wheneverm ∈ [yo, L].
The Pareto-dominant equilibrium is then economically equivalent to the one described in Lemma 4, (ii).

Proof of Proposition6. As argued in the text, forb < 1/6, the average deviation fromm under the closed rule
equalsb. Due to the variance in this deviation, the principal then strictly prefers pure delegation. If 1/6 < b ≤ 1/4, we
know from Lemma 4, that the expected utility under the closed rule is given by∫ 1/2−b

0
b2dx +

∫ b

0
x2dx +

∫ 2b

0
x2dx +

∫ 1

1
2+2b

(
1
2 + 4b − x

)2
dx =

17
2 b2

−
50
3 b3

− b +
1
24.

If 1/4 ≤ b < 1/2, it is given by∫ 1/2−b

0
b2dx +

∫ b

0
x2dx +

∫ 1
2

0
x2dx =

1

2
b2

−
2

3
b3

+
1

24
.

The principal’s utility under pure delegation is given by−b2. It follows that pure delegation is strictly preferred over
delegation with veto-power if and only ifb < 1/4.

Proof of Proposition 7. From Lemma 4, following the same reasoning as for Proposition 6, the average
deviation fromm under the closed rule equalsb as long asb ≤ (L − yo)/3. The principal then strictly prefers pure
delegation since in the latter case the deviation is constant. In contrast, forb > (L − yo)/3, the average deviation from
m under the closed rule is smaller thanb. Hence, if the principal were risk-neutral, she would strictly prefer the closed
rule over delegation. It follows that∃ ˆ̀(x) such that the closed rule dominates pure delegation if the loss function of the
principal,`(x), is less convex in the sense of Arrow–Pratt thanˆ̀(x).
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